A Field-Independent Method for the Rapid Generation of Hyperpolarized [1-\(^{13}\)C]Pyruvate in Clean Water Solutions for Biomedical Applications
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Abstract: Hyperpolarization methods in magnetic resonance enhance the signals by several orders of magnitude, opening new windows for real-time investigations of dynamic processes in vitro and in vivo. Here, we propose a field-independent para-hydrogen-based pulsed method to produce rapidly hyperpolarized \(^{13}\)C-labeled substrates. We demonstrate the method by polarizing the carboxylic carbon of the pyruvate moiety in a purposely designed precursor to 24% at \(\approx 22\) mT. Following a fast purification procedure, we measure 8% polarization on free [1-\(^{13}\)C]pyruvate in clean water solutions at physiological conditions at 7 T. The enhanced signals allow real-time monitoring of the pyruvate-lactate conversion in cancer cells, demonstrating the potential of the method for biomedical applications in combination with existing or developing magnetic resonance technologies.

Hyperpolarization methods aim to expand the scope of MR by increasing the nuclear spin polarization by four orders of magnitude or more, allowing for the observation of low-sensitive spin labels at low concentrations and increased spatial and temporal resolutions. For example, MRI detects primarily water (H\(_2\)O), which is the most abundant component in living organisms (concentration \(\approx 50\) M). Metabolite signals are comparatively weaker since they are usually present at much lower concentrations (10 mM at most). The possibility of monitoring metabolism in real time using hyperpolarized (HP) probes has led to innovative methods to assess cancer aggressiveness and response to treatments in vitro as well as in vivo.\(^{[1-7]}\)

Dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (d-DNP) is the method of choice to attain large signal enhancements on \(^{13}\)C-labeled metabolites.\(^{[8]}\) In d-DNP, the high level of spin polarization residing on unpaired electrons at extremely low temperatures (0.8 K to 1.5 K) and high magnetic fields (3.3 T to 10 T) is transferred to the nuclear spins using microwave radiation. The build-up of polarization on the target nuclei requires tens of minutes typically. In order to use the HP probe for further applications, the sample is rapidly dissolved via suitably heated solutions. Despite high polarization levels, the widespread adoption of DNP-based methodologies is hampered by the need of cryogens, technical challenges and high associated costs.

A set of more accessible and portable hyperpolarization methods relies on the spin order residing in the para spin isomer of molecular hydrogen (para-H\(_2\) in short).\(^{[9,10]}\) Para-H\(_2\) is produced by passing hydrogen gas over a catalyst at low temperatures. In absence of spin-converting catalysts, the spin isomer enrichment is preserved, allowing for para-H\(_2\) to be stored and delivered on demand. Para-H\(_2\)-induced polarization (PHIP) manifests itself in considerable signal enhancements after hydrogenation of a suitable substrate.\(^{[11,12]}\) The scope of PHIP has widened with the introduction of the side arm hydrogenation (SAH) method, in which a) a precursor undergoes hydrogenation with para-H\(_2\) and b) spin order is transferred to a spin label in the target molecule and c) the HP substrate is released by cleaving off the side arm.\(^{[13-15]}\) In another (non-hydrogenative) modality of PHIP called SABRE, the target substrate, para-H\(_2\) and a catalyst form a transient complex in which spin order flows to the nuclear spin of interest and hyperpolarization builds over the free substrate following such reversible exchanges.\(^{[16]}\) To date, high polarization levels via...
SABRE on $^{13}$C metabolites in fully biocompatible solutions are still lacking, although recent advances appear promising.[20, 21] In previous studies, we demonstrated that pulsed PHIP methods can lead to a high level of $^{13}$C polarization (>60 %) on metabolite precursors in the organic phase within a few seconds in weakly coupled spin systems at high magnetic fields.[22–25] Such results have demonstrated that para-$H_2$-based methods can deliver $^{13}$C polarization levels previously exclusive only to $d$-DNP.

In this article, we present a field-independent pulsed PHIP-SAH method for producing highly polarized metabolites in water at physiological conditions for biomedical applications. We demonstrate the method by polarizing [1-$^{13}$C]pyruvate in a portable system. Pyruvate is a crucial biomarker in cancer metabolism (aerobic glycolysis). Indeed, cancer cells preferentially convert pyruvate into lactate in the cytosol rather than using it in the three-carboxylic-acid (TCA) cycle inside the mitochondria, even in presence of oxygen.[26–27]

The pulsed PHIP-SAH method is based on the following steps, see Figure 1:

1. **Hydrogenation:** para-$H_2$ [1] is bubbled through an organic solvent solution (here acetone-$d_6$) containing a phenylpropynyl pyruvate ester precursor (PPE) [2] and a homogeneous catalyst, here [Rh(dpdpCOD)BF$_4$].

2. **Spin Order Transfer:** after hydrogenation of the precursor, the para-$H_2$ spin order is transferred on an intermediate heteronucleus in the sidearm employing the relayed MINERVA (Maximizing Insensitive Nuclei Enhancement Reached Via para-$H_2$ Amplification) pulse sequence,[25] shown in figure 2a), and in turn is transferred to the $^{13}$C-labeled moiety in the hydrogenated cis-cinnamyl pyruvate ester product (CPE) [3]. This methodology is named heteronuclear relayed PHIP-SAH.

3. **Cleavage:** a basic aqueous solution (here sodium carbonate) is added to cleave the ester bond.

4. **Purification and physiological adjustments:**

4.1. a stripping gas (here nitrogen) is used to mix the solution, rapidly removing the solvent and precipitate part of the poor water-soluble catalyst leading to HP [1-$^{13}$C]pyruvate in water;

4.2. the solution is mixed with a buffer solution (here PBS 2X at pH = 6.8) to achieve a solution with tonicity and pH within physiological ranges;

4.3. after passing the solution through a micro-porous membrane filter to remove the catalyst, the biocompatible HP [1-$^{13}$C]pyruvate solution is ready for NMR/MRI applications.

The polarization transfer method presented here relies on the large $J$-couplings with a heteronucleus, to bring the

**Figure 1.** Scheme of the PHIP-SAH method used to obtain HP [1-$^{13}$C]pyruvate. Para-$H_2$ [1] is bubbled through an organic solvent solution containing a phenylpropynyl pyruvate ester precursor (PPE in short) [2] and a homogeneous catalyst (not shown). Hydrogenation of the precursor leads to cis-cinnamyl pyruvate ester [3] (CPE in short).

Using the MINERVA pulse sequence,[25] the spin order is transferred to the carbonyl $^{13}$C nucleus of the pyruvate moiety via the highlighted $J$-couplings network ( $J_{20} \cong 11.6$ Hz, $J_{21} \cong 0$ Hz, $J_{23} \cong 160$ Hz, $J_{43} \cong 2.3$ Hz). Following the cleavage of the ester bond, the removal of the organic solvent and the filtration of the catalyst, HP [1-$^{13}$C]pyruvate [4] is left in a neat biocompatible water solution, see main text for details.

**Figure 2.** The pulse sequence used for polarization transfer is shown in panel a. The filled and open rectangles represent 90° and 180° pulses, respectively. The last dashed 90° pulse on the $^{13}$C channel is used to store the heteronuclear magnetization along the applied magnetic field but dropped for direct observation of the HP signal. The phases of the 180° pulses can be chosen at will along the transverse axes of the rotating radio-frequency frames, i.e. ± $\pi$. The sequence transfers PASADENA spin order $2I_{45}I_{22}$ into heteronuclear magnetization $S_{d4}$ with efficiency $\alpha$, see Equation (2). Panel b is the contour plot of the efficiency $\alpha$ in function of the heteronuclear $J$-couplings $J_{43}$ and $J_{45}$ and of the time $t_a$ at fixed $t_h = 0.5 / |J_{45}|$ and $t_c = 0.5 / |J_{44}|$. The black line crossing the plot tracks the maximal efficiency path.
spin system into the weakly coupled regime. Indeed, in the $^{13}$C$_2$-cis-cinnamyl pyruvate ester (CPE), Figure 1 [3], the large one-bond coupling ($J_{23} \approx 160$ Hz) is used to achieve the initial PASADENA-type spin order $I_1,I_2$ after incoherent hydrogenation with para-H$_2$ as well as weak coupling conditions suitable for the effective application of the MINERVA pulse sequence.[22–25] These conditions are valid in any magnetic field.

For the spin system (two $^1$H and two $^{13}$C) of the CPE molecule, Figure 1 [3], the bridged MINERVA pulse sequence, shown in Figure 2a), transfers the two-spin longitudinal order $I_1,I_2$, from the nascent para-H$_2$ via a bridge spin $S_2$ to heteronuclear magnetization on the spin of interest $S_1$. Following incoherent hydrogenation, the initial spin operator is $\rho_1 = (0.5 - 2s_{I_1}I_{23})/8$, where the spin order parameter $s = (4p - 1)/3$ is linearly dependent on the para-H$_2$ fractional enrichment $p$. The relevant part of the spin order operator is transformed by the pulse sequence according to:

\[
2I_{12}I_{23} \rightarrow \sigma \cdot S_4,
\]

where the efficiency of the transfer in the weakly coupled approximation is:

\[
\sigma = 0.5 \left[ 1 - \cos(2\pi J_{12}t_A)\cos(2\pi J_{13}t_A) \right] \sin(\pi I_{12}t_B)\sin(\pi I_{34}t_C) \]

leading to the final spin density operator $\rho_2 = (0.5 - 8s_{S_2})/8$. A fully polarized heteronucleus is obtained when $\sigma = 1$, which shows that the efficiency of the transfer sequence is as important as the para-isomer enrichment for achieving high polarization levels by PHIP. Figure 2b shows that the transfer efficiency is greater than 95% when one of the heteronuclear couplings is much smaller than the other ($|J_{13}| < 0.1|J_{23}|$ or $|J_{23}| < 0.1|J_{13}|$), for $\tau_A \approx 0.5/(|J_{13}| + |J_{23}|)$, $\tau_B = 0.5/|J_{23}|$ and $\tau_C = 0.5/|J_{34}|$. It is worth noting that the efficiency is always greater than 50% in the weak coupling approximation, independently of the heteronuclear couplings. Since in the $^{13}$C$_2$-CPE, Figure 1 [3], $J_{12} \ll J_{23}$ and $J_{13} \ll J_{23}$, the spin system is in weak coupling conditions and the spin order transfer via MINERVA is expected to have close to 100% efficiency independently of the applied field. The method is demonstrated in the following on a portable 22.6 mT electromagnet paired to a dual channel NMR console.[23]

Figure 3a shows the $^{13}$C spectrum of the HP precursor after hydrogenation and spin order transfer at 22.6 mT. The frequency scale is relative to the $^{13}$C Larmor frequency at $\approx 242$ kHz. For polarization level evaluations, the magnetic field was reduced to 5.7 mT to record the spectrum of a water sample of equal volume at the proton Larmor frequency of $\approx 242$ kHz. As discussed in Supporting Information, by taking into account the ratio between the gyromagnetic factors ($\gamma_{13}/\gamma_{H_2} = 4$), the number of scans ($n_{H_2}/n_{CPE} = 5000$), the concentrations scaled by the corresponding number of spins (2$C_{H_2}O/C_{CPE} = 2000$) and the integral ratios ($S_{I1}/S_{I2} = 0.3$), the enhancement factor with respect to an equivalent thermally $^{13}$C polarized sample is about 12 million. By noting that $p_{I23}$ (293 K, 22.6 mT) = $p_{H_2}$ (293 K, 5.7 mT) = 19.8 ppb, the level of $^{13}$C polarization on the carboxylic carbon of the pyruvate precursor is evaluated to be 24%. In small flip-angle pulse-acquire experiments in the low-field magnet, the large S/N (660) of the HP pyruvate precursor allowed us to probe the decay of the $^{13}$C signal and estimate the spin-lattice relaxation time $T_1 \approx 135$ s, see Figure 3b.

Long longitudinal relaxation times are advantageous for preserving the polarization while further manipulations are applied to remove the organic solvent, filter the catalyst and finally achieve HP pyruvate in water at physiological conditions, as described in Supporting Information in a...
slightly altered procedure to the one we have previously published. Figure 4 shows the spectra of free HP [1-\(^{13}\)C]pyruvate in 200 μL neat water solution (after the purification and physiological adjustment steps) and its thermal counterpart. The polarization of the HP [1-\(^{13}\)C]pyruvate is 8%. The pyruvate concentration is evaluated to be 12 mM, by reference to an external calibration sample. As the acetone signals at 30 ppm and 207 ppm are below the noise level in the \(^{13}\)C NMR thermal spectrum, we estimate conservatively the content to be less than 0.5 mg in the final solution (from an initial 100 μL volume). Acetone has relatively low toxicity compared to other organic solvents and is naturally present in the metabolism of mammals. Blood acetone concentration in healthy humans is about 1 mg L\(^{-1}\) raising to 10 mg L\(^{-1}\) after exercise and in diabetic individuals. Following exposure to 2000 ppm of acetone in air for 45 to 480 minutes, blood acetone levels at 2 mg mL\(^{-1}\) were found in rodents in vivo, with no adverse effects. The \(^{13}\)C NMR thermal spectral displays no signal above the noise from the residual \(^{13}\)C-labeled sidearm (cinnamyl alcohol), implying concentrations lower than 1 mM (\(\approx 30 \mu\text{g}\)). Pharmacological investigations of cinnamyl alcohol in non-clinical studies have shown no cytotoxic effects in vitro. The residual rhodium concentration in the final solution was found to be below 45 μM (\(\approx 1\mu\text{g}\)) by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICPMS) analysis, which corresponds to a 150-fold reduction from the value in the starting solution. Such amounts of rhodium appear to be well below the threshold of concern for in vitro biological studies and in solution. Such amounts of rhodium appear to be well below the threshold of concern for in vitro biological studies and in solution. Such amounts of rhodium appear to be well below the threshold of concern for in vitro biological studies and in solution. Such amounts of rhodium appear to be well below the threshold of concern for in vitro biological studies and in solution. Such amounts of rhodium appear to be well below the threshold of concern for in vitro biological studies and in solution. Such amounts of rhodium appear to be well below the threshold of concern for in vitro biological studies and in solution.

The procedure was used to assess the metabolic turnover of pyruvate into lactate in HeLa cells, a prototypical cancer cell line. Figure 5 shows the course of the metabolic conversion of pyruvate into lactate as probed by \(^{13}\)C NMR following the injection of the free HP [1-\(^{13}\)C]pyruvate neat water solution into an NMR tube containing 50 million HeLa cells suspended in cell culture medium at pH 7.4. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the pyruvate peak in the first spectrum (\(\Delta t = 0 \text{s}\)) and that of the lactate peak at its maximum (\(\Delta t = 20 \text{s}\)) are 18 000 and 180, respectively. Notably, the carbon at position 2, which is present at natural maximum, can be observed in the spectrum of the HP pyruvate.
we obtained a $^{13}$C polarization of 8% at 12 mM pyruvate concentration in clean water solutions (200 μl). Such figures appear adequate to perform in vitro studies, including ultrafast Fourier and Laplace spectroscopic modalities. Here, we validated the method by monitoring the conversion of pyruvate into lactate in cancer cell lines.

The pulsed method proposed here is field-independent. It does not require highly-homogeneous magnetic fields and has been demonstrated on a portable low-field electromagnet. Compared to magnetic field cycling procedures, pulsed methods offer considerable control of the spin order transfer, so extending the set of PHIP precursors to complex spin systems, which can include deuterium nuclei and bridges to relay the para-$\text{H}_2$ spin order further away from the hydrogenation site. It is worth stressing that the synthesis of the precursor used here is straightforward and affordable within the context of isotopically labeled tracers for MRI.

Current state-of-the-art d-DNP polarizers epitomize 20 years of intense technological developments. Fully automated commercial systems can deliver ≈20–40% polarized pyruvate solutions in 100–250 mM concentrations in batches of tens of milliliters for in vivo clinical applications. However, high concentrations and large volumes are not always necessary or desirable. Volumes in the 100–500 μl range are well-suited for in vitro and preclinical in vivo (mouse models) HP-MR studies. The physiological concentration of pyruvate in blood lies in the 100–200 μM range. Concentrations above 10 mM can bias in vitro cell studies. Concentrations of 100 mM are adequate for in vivo preclinical MR studies. The upsampling of our method towards larger volumes and higher concentrations is a technical rather than a fundamental issue. For example, using 10 mm NMR tubes as reactors, we expect to deliver 0.5 mL clean solutions of HP pyruvate at 100 mM concentrations in the near future. We also anticipate that improved reaction conditions combined with a more automated setup will further reduce the polarization gap between our method and d-DNP.

We envision that portable systems, based on developments of the method proposed here, will become widespread for real-time assessment of metabolic processes in vitro and eventually in vivo.
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Para-hydrogen, molecular synthesis, pulse sequence design and effective purification practices merge into a rapid method to hyperpolarize magnetic resonance probes, such as $[1^{13}\text{C}]$pyruvate, in neat water solutions in portable systems.